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Terrorax
“The rain may dissolve your goggles, but trust me, you want to keep 
looking up. That’s where the worst of them come from.” 

–Krellen Fosse, Calixian Beast House Procurer 

Burnscour. When everything on a planet, including 
the weather, is actively trying to kill you, you have to 
constantly be watching for anything. Alberse, of course, 

only has eyes for further trophies for the mantelpiece above his 
new firewell. It had been a relatively quiet trip, though, meaning 
for this world there were relatively few casualties and serious 
injuries. We made eight drops over the course of the mission, and 
it was on the seventh that I nearly lost Alberse yet again. 

He was in the mood for size on this hunt, and looking back 
it was probably the successful nature of the earlier missions 
that allowed this confidence. We had been hiking through the 
thick terrain, burning pathways with heavy flamers, when we 
heard the screaming over the vox channel. It came out of the 
wet darkness above, huge but totally silent, with spider-legs 
that stretched metres across and a shell that blended with the 
foliage. It was fast, too, grabbing Turv with wide claws and 
cracking open his armour like I would a grubnut. He was still 
screaming as it dragged him back into the trees. I shouted 
for the men to maintain vigilance on the ground even as I 
was firing my Locke, my shots only breaking off chunks of 
plated skin. The screams suddenly stopped as the creature 
disappeared into the heights, blood now falling along with 
the constant drizzle around us. 

I watched for any sign of the thing, and even then barely 
detected a second creature as it rapidly ran down a trunk 
and leapt after Alberse. Throne, it was fast! It speared Alberse 
through the shoulder with one long foreleg, slowly bringing 
his wriggling form up to its claws and reversing back up the 
stalks. We opened fire again as best we could. Its body was 
large enough to make a safe target, but again its armour was 
able to withstand our weapons. I saw a softer-looking head 
emerge between the claws, however, and muttering a fast 
prayer made careful aim and took my shot. 

His Eye was with me though, and the bolt exploded inside 
the toothed mouth. Alberse’s helmet was splattered with gore 
as the creature shuddered and fell; thankfully he landed on top 
of the massive bulk as they both crashed to the ground. Other 
than his punctured shoulder he was well enough to argue 
with me when I called for immediate retrieval, but his bloody 
wound was going to draw even more unwanted attention and 
was likely already infected, knowing this planet. 

It was called a Terrorax, and Alberse was delighted to 
add it to his collection of trophies. I had not heard of them 
before, but there are so many threats on Burnscour that it 
is hard to keep up with what seems a constant parade of 
nightmares. The scooped-out shell evidently can perfectly 

serve as a new firewell in his stateroom, thus opening 
up space for even more trophies. I shall have to keep 

the shapes of such creatures in mind from now on 
lest each new kill multiply into more hunts in 

this manner. Perhaps heavier fragmentation 
rounds would break similar shells nicely. 

stalker In the heIGhts
Burnscour does not breed weakness in any form; even the 
lowliest of prey are more deadly than the alpha predators 
on many other worlds. The Terrorax is literally one of the 
higher predators in this hellish environment, living in the 
verdant canopies of the thick jungles that cover much of the 
planet. It can grow to huge sizes, with legs spreading six 
metres across, and is strong enough to carry a fully laden 
Imperial Guardsman into the arboreal heights with ease. Its 
bulky reptilian body is protected with heavy chitin plating, 
as are the six long spider-like legs and two huge pincer 
claws mounted at the front of the body. This thick armour is 
sufficient to withstand the frequent corrosive downpours as 
well as most small weapons fire.

Typically, the creature uses its powerful fore-claws 
to grab and hold its prey, either crushing or tearing the 
doomed creature into submission. Witnesses have reported 
these claws able to cut off the limbs of Ogryn warriors and 
rip apart suits of heavy power armour. That there are few 
who doubt such reports speaks to the creature’s ferocious 
reputation amongst veteran xenographers operating 
in the Expanse. The head is covered with a lesser layer 
of toughened skin, but some reports indicate it can be 
retracted into the central carapace when the rains or larger 
predators become too threatening. The wide jaw contains 
rows of serrated fangs, used to devour its exclusive diet of 
fresh meat, and extends far along both sides of the head 
allowing it to make huge, devastating bites from captured 
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prey. The eyes are large and featureless underneath 
protective rims of chitin, reflecting slightly in a soft gleam 
in the shadowy lower areas of the jungle. 

The multiple lower legs, however, are the primary 
method for locating new meals. Each of the long, stalk-
like limbs contains powerful sensory nerves and can detect 
minute vibrations transmitted through the ground and 
trees. The creature can pick up signals indicating far-away 
prey in the dense jungle merely by resting a leg on a tree 
branch. This detection system is superior in many ways to 
visual or even olfactory senses, given the cluttered nature 
of Burnscour’s landscape and multitudes of camouflaged 
lifeforms, many of which have disguised scents. 

The sharp spikes at the end of each of these legs also 
make for deadly weapons, and can stab into flesh as easily as 
they stab into tree trunks to anchor the Terrorax as it moves 
across the foliage above the ground. While not as powerfully 
muscled or armoured as the fore-claws, they can punch out 
with surprising speed in many directions, striking at any 
creatures seeking to surround the beast. 

deathly sIlenCe
The Terrorax is a quiet and patient hunter, scuttling without 
any sound across the foliage in constant search for prey. It 
is also incredibly agile, and is able to dart up and down 
jungle limbs as well as leap from one tree to the next with 
ease. Most of the time the fleshy head is almost totally 
retracted, protruding just enough so it can see. When not 
needed the heavy fore-claws are also rolled back so they 
do not interfere with the hunt. 

It alternates rapid movement, ranging from a short 
distance along a branch to dozens of metres to a new tree, 
with short pauses to sense any nearby prey. Each pause 
allows it to use its sense of touch, via the nerves in each 
leg. Its highly-evolved sense of touch filters out rainfall 
and other natural patterns, allowing the creature to seek 
out any animal life moving below on the ground. Once 
a new victim’s location is approximately determined, it 
moves closer until the prey is in sight.

When the quarry is visible, the Terrorax freezes into 
stillness to observe. The armoured plating has a mottled green 
and brown coloration and blends into the surrounding plant 
life, along with a rough texture that aids in the camouflage. 
Each of the long legs can easily be taken for a tree branch 
unless closely examined. It can remain in this state for long 
periods, preferring to wait until the prey moves into a location 
suitable for the attack. If the target is moving, the Terrorax 
slowly stalks the unknowing victim, keeping it in sight and 
patiently waiting an opportune moment.

Once the quarry is in an ideal location, the Terrorax slowly 
moves into place, one leg rising and falling at a time with 
deliberate and unnerving grace for a creature of its size. When 
it is ready, it springs down with speed and agility that belies 
its bulk. It can run down a stalk faster than it would fall, 
but can also simply leap down if the prey is too far from 
a trunk. Sometimes it refuses to wait for the prey to attain 
such a position, especially if it is overcome by hunger or an 
especially worthy morsel presents itself. In such cases, the 
Terrorax simply accelerates and goes for a faster but more 
risky attack. Claws are quickly extended and ideally seize the 
prey with a deadly embrace; this is usually enough to kill or 
sufficiently wound the victim. The talon legs can also be used 
as part of the attack, and are able to easily puncture skin and 
many armours with deeply penetrating wounds. 

The Terrorax prefers to make lightning fast strikes designed 
to cripple the prey, but if needed can fight on the ground 
against a determined foe. If the victim puts up too much of 
a fight, the Terrorax often temporarily retreats back into the 
trees and makes ready for another attack.

Captured prey, either dead or still alive, is quickly taken back 
up the stalks to be safely consumed away from other possible 
predators. Few can withstand the power of its claws, and the 
grounds below Terrorax lairs are strewn with cracked carapace 
plates and ruined power armour. After the claws crack apart the 
victim, meat is serrated and fed into the maw, where powerful 
jaws and teeth devour the flesh. Once fed, a Terrorax often climbs 
into a secluded location in the trees to digest its meal, but stays 
on constant guard as most predators know this is the time when 
it would be most vulnerable. Even in this state, however, only 
the most desperate or foolhardy would dare attack a Terrorax. 
Burnscour is littered with the corpses of those, both animal and 
human, who thought themselves ready to face this monster.

terrorax

Ws bs s t ag Int per Wp Fel
(8) (6)

43 — 47 38 49 18 38 23 ––
Movement: 8/16/24/48   Wounds: 28
Armour: Chitin (Body 6, Legs 6, Head 3). Total TB: 6
Skills: Acrobatics (Ag) +10, Awareness (Per) +10, Climb (S) 
+20, Dodge (Ag), Silent Move (Ag) +20, Tracking (Int).
Talents: Heightened Senses (Touch), Sprint, Swift Attack.
Traits: Arboreal†, Bestial, Brutal Charge, Fear (2), Multiple 
Arms, Natural Armour, Improved Natural Weapons, 
Quadruped, Size (Enormous), Sturdy, Unnatural Strength 
(x2), Unnatural Toughness (x2).
†Arboreal: The Creature is an expert at manoeuvring through 
foliage and climbing up and down tree trunks. It may use its 
normal Movement when making any Climb action and not 
suffer any penalties for movement through forest or jungle 
terrain. It can also utilise dense foliage rather than the 
ground for movement purchase.  
Weapons: Crushing Claws (1d10+10 R; Pen 2 R; 
Tearing), Talon Legs (1d10+8 I; Pen 4).




